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Interbilayer interactions from high-resolution x-ray scattering
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The fundamental issue of interactions between lipid bilayers is addressed experimentally and theoretically.
We report high-resolution x-ray scattering data for bilayers composed of three different kinds of phosphati-
dylcholine lipids. These data yield the interbilayer water spacing fluctuations, as well as the traditional
osmotic pressureP, both as functions of the lamellar repeat spacingD and the aqueous separationa. We show
theoretically how to obtain the functional form of the fluctuational free energy from thes data, which is then
determined to within a factor that depends upon the bending modulus,Kc . The resulting functional form
determined from experimental data has an exponential decay rather than the power law decay that applies for
hard confinement in the largea regime, thereby showing that a theory of soft confinement is necessary.
However, the existing theory of soft confinement predicts an exponential decay, but with a smaller decay
length l f l than we obtain. We then use these results to analyze the osmotic pressure data in terms of the
bending modulusKc and the interbilayer interactions consisting of van der Waals and hydration interactions.
For all three chemically different lipids we find that the decay lengthl of the hydration pressure is 1.9
22.0 Å; the Hamaker parameter for the van der Waals interaction is about 5310214 erg if the bending
moduli Kc are chosen to be different for the three lipids and in the range (0.520.8)310212 erg.
@S1063-651X~98!11606-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A major goal in biophysics is to describe and understa
the basic interactions between macromolecular structu
One of the more important examples is the interaction
tween two membranes; such interactions are involved in
logically essential membrane fusion processes@1# as well as
in maintaining the organization of membrane stacking in m
elin, retinal rods@2#, and chloroplast thylakoid disks@3#.
Each type of biomembrane is a complex multicompon
mixture that includes a particular set of specialized prote
that may mediate particular intermembrane interactio
However, the structural basis of each biomembrane is a l
bilayer and interbilayer interactions, though only a subse
general intermembrane interactions, already pose interes
issues for those macromolecular interactions that are the
cus of this paper.

When lipids are mixed with water, they often form sme
tic liquid crystals. On a scale of order 1022103 Å the struc-
ture can be thought of as bilayers stacked in a direction
pendicular to the bilayers, as shown in Fig. 1. On the scal
10 mm the structures may consist, for the simplest sam
preparations, of multilamellar vesicles that are globally is
tropic and give rise to powder pattern x-ray scattering. Va
ous sample preparation procedures also yield oriented
bilayers@4# so that there is a common macroscopic direct
The focus of this paper is on the interactions that determ
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the lamellar repeat spacingD in Fig. 1 and, more specifi-
cally, the water spacing, defined variously asDW or DW8
~vide infra!. This paper will not be concerned with the pro
lem of self-assembly of the bilayers; rather, a smectic str
ture will be assumed to arise from much stronger hydrop
bic energies that separate the oily chains from the water
the hydrophilic energies that keep the headgroups in an a
ous environment.

Although interbilayer interactions are ultimately all ele

-

FIG. 1. Sketch of two neighboring bilayers. The size of t
interbilayer water space is defined as eitherDW or DW8 . The respec-
tive bilayer thicknesses, indicated by subscriptB, satisfyDB1DW

5D5DB81DW8 , whereD is the repeat spacing for a stack of bila
ers.
7014 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 7015INTERBILAYER INTERACTIONS FROM HIGH- . . .
tromagnetic from the point of view of traditional physic
this simplistic description is totally inadequate to understa
biophysical systems@5#. Rather, the total interaction is bette
comprehended as involving several contributions. For li
bilayers the first contribution is a long range attractive v
der Waals interaction that accounts for the fact that m
bilayer systems do not swell indefinitely as water is add
Instead, theD repeat spacing in Fig. 1 reaches a limitin
value,D0, and additional water then forms a separate th
modynamic phase that contains only a small concentratio
monomeric lipid molecules@6#. WhenD5D0, the system is
said to be fully hydrated.

A nonzero water spacingDW implies the existence o
some repulsive force to balance the van der Waals attrac
force. Rand, Parsegian and co-workers developed a t
nique that applies osmotic pressureP to shrink D and DW
@7#. The P(D) data have been interpreted as indicating
exponentially decaying repulsive force that has been ca
the hydration force@7,8#. Theories@9,10# have been pre-
sented for the hydration force, but it remains an outstand
topic of fundamental interest and much uncertainty@11#.

In this paper we will accept the working hypothesis th
there is a separable hydration interaction with an exponen
decay. Adding this to the van der Waals interaction yields
interaction energy per unit areaV(z) of two bilayers with a
fluctuating water spacingz between them,

V~z!5Phle2z/l2
H

12p
UvdW~z!. ~1!

The functional dependence of the van der Waals contribu
is

UvdW~z!5S 1

z2
2

2

~z1DB!2
1

1

~z12DB!2D , ~2!

whereDB is the bilayer thickness. For the kind of bilaye
studied in this paper, the Hamaker parameterH has been
estimated to lie in the range 10214210213 erg @5,7,12,13#.
From P(D) measurementsl has been estimated to be in th
range 1.322.1 Å @7,12#. The numerical value ofPh is
tightly coupled to whether one chooses the water spacinz
to beDW or DW8 in Fig. 1. Using theDW8 convention yields
Ph553108 ergs/cm3 @14# and using theDW convention
just rescalesPh by exp@(DW2DW8 )/l#; this is clearly not an
essential difference. In this paper we will use the simp
symbol a to denote the average water spacing andz to de-
note the instantaneous, local water spacing. More imp
tantly, the values forPh , l, and H for multilamellar sys-
tems have been obtained from experiment using sim
theories that are continuing to evolve@15#. One goal of the
present research is to test these fundamental interaction
perimentally and to obtain more reliable estimates of
parameters.

As Helfrich showed@16#, there is another important repu
sive force when the bilayers are flexible, as in the biolo
cally relevant thermodynamic phase that is variously ca
fluid, La or smecticA, so that undulation and compressio
modes play a role. This force is due to the increased
energy from the decrease in entropy that accompanies
reduction of out-of-plane fluctuations; such reduction is
d
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quired when the water spacing is reduced. Helfrich analy
this effective force in the case when there are no van
Waals or hydration interactions, only the steric interactio
caused by collision of bilayers. In this case, Helfrich show
@16# that the steric free energy per unit area has the form

f U50.42
~kBT!2

Kca
2

, ~3!

whereKc is the bending modulus, which has been measu
on single bilayers to be in the range (0.522)310212 erg
@17–20#.

When one has a repulsive hydration force, the confi
ment of each membrane is softer than for purely steric in
actions. In this case, it has been proposed@15,21# that the
undulation interaction free energy in Eq.~3! should be modi-
fied and a formula involving an exponential with dec
length 2l,

f U25~pkBT/16!~Ph /Kcl!1/2exp~2a/2l!, ~4!

has been offered@22#. In a more recent and fuller theory du
to Podgornik and Parsegian@15# Eq. ~4! again appears. How
ever, the theory was then extended to include van der W
interactions and then it is not clear if Eq.~4! remains valid.
One achievement of the present paper is to employ exp
mental data to determine the functional form for this inte
action.

It has also been shown on the basis ofP(D) data@14# that
there is an additional repulsive interaction at small distan
that was described as the beginning of a steric interac
between head groups and an extra exponential has been
to fit the P(D) data @12# for large P and water spacinga
smaller than 4 Å. Our data do not go to such small wa
spacings or such high pressures, so this additional force
not be considered further in this paper.

From P(D) data for flexible egg PC bilayers in theLa
phase McIntosh and Simon@12# suggested that the hydratio
force is dominant for water spacings from 4 to 8 Å and th
fits gavel51.38 Å andPh543108 dyn/cm2. Their data,
and especially their perceptive comparisons of the und
tory La phase with the less flexible gel and subgel phas
indicated that the undulation interaction dominates the
dration interaction from 8 Å to nearly the equilibrium wat
spacinga0 of about 15.4 Å at full hydration andP50,
where, of course, the attractive van der Waals force play
coequal role. It was clear from those results@12# that there
are several different kinds of repulsive interactions, wh
involve a number of different phenomenological paramete
As was appreciated by McIntosh and Simon@12#, P(D) data
are not sufficient to determine uniquely all the interacti
parameters, and they proceeded by choosing estimateH
52.5310214 erg andKc510212 erg based on experiment
on other model systems. Using Eq.~4!, the P(D) data were
then satisfactorily fit, but this was not, of course, confirm
tion of Eq. ~4! or of the values of the parametersH andKc .

Our innovation is to supplementP(D) data with data for
the root mean square fluctuationss(D) in the water spacing.
This innovation opens a second window into lipid bilay
interactions in the soft confinement regime. Obtainings also
requires theoretical interpretation of x-ray scattering da
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7016 57HORIA I. PETRACHEet al.
The theory we use is an improved version@23# of the Caille
@24# theory of scattering from a model of smectic liquid cry
tals @25#. This theory containsKc and a bulk modulusB for
compression. This bulk modulusB provides a phenomeno
logical, harmonic approximation to the more fundamen
hydration force and van der Waals forces.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II A the Ca
smectic theory of scattering and the thermodynamic the
of smectic liquid crystals are reviewed to show how the u
dulation free energy can be derived from the experiment
determined Cailleh1 parameter. The theoretical analysis
extended in Sec. II B to relate the conventional smec
theory to the underlying fundamental interbilayer intera
tions. This analysis leads to a new way to interpret conv
tional osmotic pressure data that usess(D) data to obtain
experimental information about the fluctuation pressure. O
data are presented in Sec. III for three lipids. In Sec. IV
results of fitting the data to the theory are presented.

II. THEORY

A. Review of standard smectic liquid crystal theory

Analysis of high-resolution x-ray data@26,27# using the
Caille scattering theory@23,24# yields the interbilayer fluc-
tuations as will now be shown. The Caille theory is derive
from a continuum harmonic smectic liquid crystal potent
@25#

Hc5E dxE dyE dzF1

2
KS ]2u

]x2
1

]2u

]y2D 2

1
1

2
B3S ]u

]zD 2G ,

~5!

where the fundamental variableu5u(x,y,z) gives bilayer
fluctuations alongz, perpendicular to the bilayer, from th
mean equilibrium position. The first term on the right ha
side of Eq.~5! accounts for the energy to bend bilayers. T
last term accounts for the energy of interaction between
jacent bilayers in the harmonic approximation. We will po
pone to the next subsection the important issue of how
compression term is related to the fundamental interact
V(z) in Eq. ~1!. Instead, we emphasize that the compress
term in Eq.~5! assumes a continuum model instead of hav
discrete bilayers. Therefore, Eq.~5! may be made more re
alistic by replacing the continuum derivatives in thez direc-
tion by finite differences@28,29#

Hd5E dxE dyF (
n50

N21
1

2
KcS ]2un

]x2
1

]2un

]y2 D 2

1 (
n50

N21
1

2
B~un112un!2G , ~6!

where the parameters in Eqs.~5! and ~6! are related byB
5B3 /D andKc5KD, whereKc is the usual bending modu
lus. We will call Eq.~6! the discrete smectic theory and E
~5! the continuum smectic theory. We have performed
merical calculations, following@23#, that show that there is
practically no difference in predicted x-ray line shapes
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the two theories. In both theories the power law tails in t
scattering peaks are governed by the Cailleh1 parameter
defined by

h15
kBT

8ABKc

4p

D2
. ~7!

Derivations of properties of smectic theories have be
performed many times, but we present it again here w
special care for the numerical factors that are essential
detailed analysis of data. Results will be given for both co
tinuum and discrete models, but we only give the derivat
for the discrete smectic theory given by Eq.~6! because it is
the better physical model that is more directly related to
fundamental interactions in Eq.~1!. As usual, consider the
Fourier representation of the displacement variables,

u~x,y,n!5 (
Qx ,Qy ,Qz

U~Qx ,Qy ,Qz!e
iQW •RW , ~8!

with RW 5rW1nDẑ and the vectorsQW taking values in the first
Brillouin zone defined by the in-plane molecular size f
Qx ,Qy and by the membrane spacingD for Qz . In terms of
independent variables,Hd is written as

Hd5(
QW

1

2
hQW uUQW u25 (

QW ,Qz.0

hQW uUQW u2, ~9!

where

hQW 5NL2@KcQr
414Bsin2~QzD/2!#. ~10!

From the equipartition theorem, the mode amplitude is

^uUQW u2&5kBT/hQW . ~11!

The partition function is given by

Z5 )
QW ,Qz.0

E Cd~ReUQW !d~ ImUQW !e2bHd, ~12!

where the constantC has the role of makingZ dimensionless
by compensating for a unit of (length)22 for each modeQW .
The integration yields

Z5 )
QW ,Qz.0

CE
2`

`

d~ReUQW ! e2bhQW ~ReUQW !2

3E
2`

`

d~ ImUQW !e2bhQW ~ ImUQW !2

5 )
QW ,Qz.0

C
p

bhQW
. ~13!

Then, the free energy is

F52
1

b
lnZ5

kBT

2 (
all QW

lnS bhQW

Cp D5 (
all Qz

F~Qz!, ~14!

with the free energy per compression modeF(Qz) given by
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57 7017INTERBILAYER INTERACTIONS FROM HIGH- . . .
F~Qz!5
kBT

2 S L

2p D 2E
Qr
W

d2Qr lnS bhQW

Cp D . ~15!

The free energy of interest is the difference from a refere
state withB50,

DF5F~BÞ0!2F~B50!, ~16!

given by

DF

L2
5 (

all Qz

DF~Qz!

L2
5

kBT

8
DA B

Kc
(

all Qz

u2sin~QzD/2!u.

~17!

Summing overQW z and converting to the free energy per un
area of one bilayer yields

DFfl

N L2
5

4

p

kBT

8
A B

Kc
, ~18!

where the subscript fl has been added to emphasize tha
is only the fluctuational contribution to the free energy,
will be discussed in the next subsection.

The mean square fluctuation in the water spacinga for the
discrete smectic theory is given by

s25^@u~x,y,n11!2u~x,y,n!#2&

5kBT(
Qz

(
QW r

4sin2~QzD/2!

NL2@KcQr
414B sin2~QzD/2!

5
kBT

8

1

AKcB

2

N(
Qz

UsinS QzD

2 D U5 4

p

kBT

8

1

AKcB
.

~19!

Comparing Eq.~19! to Eq. ~7! gives

s25h1D2/p2. ~20!

It should be noted that, despite this close connection betw
the Caille scattering parameterh1 and the fluctuations in
nearest neighbor distancea, it is the long range correlation
and not the nearest neighbor correlations that give the po
law tails in the x-ray scattering peaks.

A similar derivation for the free energy of the continuu
smectic theory yields a factor ofp/2 instead of the factor o
4/p in Eq. ~18!. For s2 the numerical factor for the con
tinuum smectic theory depends upon a delicate interpreta
of how the correlation function should be defined; it has be
suggested@27# that the numerical factor 4/p in Eq. ~19!
should be replaced by 1.09, but we now tend to prefer
placing it with p/2, just as in Eq.~18!. However, this latter
difference regarding the best equation fors2 for the con-
tinuum potential is a moot point, since the discrete form
the model is clearly more physical.

B. Extension to fundamental interactions

Let us now return to the problem of relating the usu
smectic theory embodied in Eq.~6! to fundamental interbi-
e
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s

en
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f

l

layer interactions, such as the putative ones in Eq.~1!. Not
making the harmonic approximation yields the more realis
potentialHR defined as

HR5E dxE dy(
n50

N21 F1

2
KcS ]2un

]x2
1

]2un

]y2 D 2

1V~wn!G ,

~21!

whereV is a potential such as the one suggested in Eq.~1!,
the instantaneous spacing between membrane pairsn andn
11 iswn5a1un112un , a is the average equilibrium wate
spacing that generally depends upon applied osmotic p
sure, andun remains the fluctuation in thez direction of the
nth membrane from its equilibrium position. Let us expa
the bare potentialV(w) to second order about its value ata,

V~wn!5V~a!1~dV/dwn!a~un112un!

1~d2V/dwn
2!a~un112un!2/2. ~22!

The first order term vanishes after summation in Eq.~22! for
periodic boundary conditions. The second order term clea
contributes to~but is not identical to,vide infra! the har-
monic B term in Eq.~6!. The leading termV(a) is the term
that is not included in Eq.~6!. This means that the free en
ergy given in Eq.~18! only includes the fluctuation contribu
tion. Correcting Eq.~18! for this yields the total free energ
in the harmonic approximation

DF

N L2
5

4

p

kBT

8
A B

Kc
1V~a!. ~23!

From the total free energy, the total osmotic pressurePosm
can be obtained by taking the negative of the derivative w
respect toa. It is convenient to write this explicitly as

P5Pfl1Pbare, ~24!

wherePbare52dV/da and the fluctuational pressurePfl de-
rives from the first term on the right hand side of Eq.~23!.

It is important to appreciate the implicit complexity o
Eqs. ~23! and ~24! when fluctuational forces are included
This complexity is centered in the phenomenological co
pression modulusB. If one is given the water spacinga and
the bare potential, thenPbare is easy to calculate, but obtain
ing Pfl requires knowingB and its dependence upona. De-
terminingB, in turn, requires knowing all the forces, includ
ing the fluctuational force itself. Resolving this theoretica
requires some self-consistency condition, such as that u
by Podgornik and Parsegian@15#. We do not do that in this
paper. Instead, we take an experimental approach.

Because we have experimental data forh1, we can elimi-
nateB from Eq. ~23! using Eqs.~7! and~20!. We then have

Ffl5S 4

p

kBT

8 D 2 1

Kcs
2

~25!

and

Pfl52S 4

p

kBT

8 D 2 1

Kc

ds22

da
, ~26!
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7018 57HORIA I. PETRACHEet al.
which allows us to obtain the functional form of the fluctu
tional pressure straight from data. Furthermore, the ac
magnitude ofPfl then follows ifKc is known. One may know
or determineKc from other experiments@17–20# or one can
use it as a fitting parameter along with the parameters
describe the bare potential in order to fit the measured
motic pressure. The latter strategy is the one that we s
employ in this paper to evaluate interbilayer interactions.

III. DATA

Experimental data for DPPC at 50 °C in theLa ~fluid!
phase have been previously reported@26,27# and to this we
add data for DMPC and egg PC~EPC! both at 30 °C and
both in theLa phase. All these lipids have the same glyce
backbone and PC~phosphatidylcholine! headgroup; egg PC
has unsaturated hydrocarbon chains in contrast to the s
rated chains in DMPC~14 carbons/chain! and in DPPC~16
carbons/chain!. Different hydration levels were produced u
ing the established technique of applying osmotic pressurP
by adding an immiscible polymer, PVP~polyvinylpyroli-
done, MW 40 000! in our studies, to bulk water @7#. The
PVP polymer weight concentration was converted into pr
sure using the procedure of McIntosh and Simon@30#. By
varying concentration of PVP the osmotic pressure span
the range fromP50 to P558 atmospheres.

Figure 2 shows our osmotic pressure data versusD space
for three lipids. The error in measuringD was about 0.01 Å.
The greatest error in Fig. 2 is in the osmotic pressure du
the difficulty of preparing small samples with precise po
mer concentrations. However, the scatter in the lnP data is
comparable to data reported in the literature@12,7#. We also
noticed systematic deviations in lnP in samples prepared o
two separate occasions, as indicated for DMPC in Fig. 2
the solid versus open symbols. Uncertainties in lnP for the
earlier DMPC and the DPPC data were estimated as 0.3,
as 0.2 for the later DMPC data and the EPC data. Ano
source of error is revealed in the spacingsD0 for fully hy-
drated samples with no PVP (P50); the variations inD0
were substantially larger than the measuring error of 0.01
The values ofD0 are indicated in Fig. 2 by arrows. The su
of the squares of the residuals used in fitting theory to
data will include the square residual ofD0 weighted byDD0

22.

To obtain the mean square fluctuation in the water sp
ing between bilayerss(D), fully resolved x-ray line shape
were obtained using a silicon analyzer crystal and synch
tron radiation at CHESS as described previously@27#. The
data were analyzed following the method of Zhanget al.
@23#. A typical fit is shown in Fig. 3. The Caille@24# x-ray
line shape parameterh1 was converted tos using Eq.~20!.
The results are shown in Fig. 4.

To test the theories of interactions it is necessary to c
vert D into the water spacing. This conversion involves thr
considerations. The first consideration is that two definitio
of water spacing have been used as shown in Fig. 1.
employ the definitiona5DW8 that is similar to the one use
by McIntosh and Simon@14#. This choice of convention
makes no difference for the two interactions that turn ou
be exponential. It reduces our estimate of the Hamaker
rameterH, but this convention makes only a small differen
for the functional form of the van der Waals interactio
al
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sinceDW8 is comfortably larger than zero.
The second consideration in obtaininga is that it is not

easy to obtain a reliable partitioning ofD into DB8 anda. We
have recently accomplished this for DPPC by construct
electron density profiles using the form factors corrected
fluctuations. The maxima in the electron density profiles

FIG. 2. log10~osmotic pressure! vs lamellar repeatD for ~a!
DMPC ~30 °C!, ~b! EPC ~30 °C!, and~c! DPPC~50 °C!. In ~a! the
solid symbols show data for our most recent, most carefully p
pared samples and the open symbols show earlier data. The ar
indicateDo for P50.
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due to the phosphate group and so the distanceXHH between
maxima is a relative measure of the bilayer thickness.
comparing the electron density profiles for the gel phase w
the La phase, we found@26# DB8545.2 Å in the fluid phase
of DPPC at full hydration (P50). The most uncertain aspe
of this determination was the estimate for the thicknessDH
of the headgroup region. We have since revised our estim
of DH from 8 to 9 Å and this increasesDB8 to 47.2 Å. The
corresponding determination has not yet been performed
DMPC, and EPC does not form a gel phase. To obtainDB8
for DMPC and EPC we have instead compared their elec
density profiles with that of DPPC, all in theLa phase. Since
all three lipids in this study have the same phosphatidylc
line headgroup, differences inXHH should be primarily equa
to differences in the thickness of the hydrocarbon chain
gion. The values ofXHH and the corresponding values ofDB8
are shown in Table I. TheXHH for DMPC is 3.2 Å less than
for DPPC. This difference is consistent with the fact th
there are two fewer CH2 groups per hydrocarbon chain i
DMPC and with the NMR order parameters that indicate t
the length along the bilayer normal of a CH2 group in the
plateau region is 0.8 Å@31#. This latter consistency fo
DMPC lends confidence to our determination for EPC. Ta
I also shows the corresponding water spacinga0 for fully
hydrated samples. The large range quoted for DPPC refl
the range ofD0 spacings.

The third consideration in obtaininga is that osmotic
pressure should not only squeeze the membranes togeth
reducinga, it may also reduce the area/lipidA @7#. Since

FIG. 3. Normalized data~circles! for two orders,h51 andh
52, for DMPC with 10% PVP. Solid curves are fits to the da
using modified Caille theory@23#. The instrumental resolution is
shown by a dashed curve and the baselines are indicated by d
lines. Forh51, u151.1844 corresponding toD558.7860.01 Å.
y
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by

osmotic pressure has little effect on volumeV per lipid @32#
andV5ADB/2, this means thatDB8 becomes larger with in-
creasingP. The accepted way to calculate the change inA
uses@7,33#

A2A052A0DWP/KA , ~27!

whereKA is the area compressibility that has been measu
for DMPC to be 141 dyn/cm@33# in compression and
145 dyn/cm@22# in dilation. In our earlier paper@26# on
DPPC we argued thatA did not change upon increasingP
from 0 to 24 atm. In retrospect, we find it noteworthy th

ted

FIG. 4. Root mean square fluctuations vs D with same sym-
bols and lipids as in Fig. 2.
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our method that used only the highestP data gaveA
561.2 Å2 whereas our method that used all data from 0
24 atm gaveA564.2 Å2; the sign of this difference is wha
one expects from the compressibility, although the mag
tude of the difference is twice what one obtains from E
~27!. We now believe that a systematic change inA andDB8
should be expected with increasingP and that this should be
taken into account in obtaininga, especially since some o
our new data go as high as 58 atm. For this highestP for
DM PC, bilayer compressibility reducesa by 1.0 Å. Unfor-
tunately,KA has not been measured for DPPC or for EP
For these lipids we have scaledKA linearly with hydrocarbon
thicknessDC compared to DMPC to obtain estimates
150 dyn/cm for EPC and 160 dyn/cm for DPPC.

IV. FUNCTIONAL FORM OF F fl

Inspired by Eq.~25! and Eq.~4! we plot lns22 versusa
in Fig. 5. The results for all three lipids are consistent w
Ffl following an exponential decay with decay lengths, d
fined aslfl , whose values are given in Table I. We note th
if the compressibility correction toa had not been made
then the plots are also consistent with an exponential de
of Ffl , but with decay lengths about 0.2 Å shorter. Both s
of decay lengths are systematically greater than predicte
Eq. ~4! as will become apparent when values of the hydrat
force decay constantl are obtained.

The dashed curves in Fig. 5 show the prediction for h
confinement as embodied by Eq.~3!; they simply use the
basic hard confinement relation

~s/a!25m, ~28!

wherem is a constant. The value ofm has been given as 1/
@16#, 0.183@15#, and 1/4@34#; the value 1/6 is used in Fig. 5
Comparing to the data shows first that hard confinement
dicts a significant curvature in Fig. 5 that is not observed
other words, the functional form of the undulation repulsi
is incorrect. Second, the dashed curve lies below the d
raising it would require smaller values ofm of order 0.05,
but these values would also have to vary witha. From this
comparison we conclude that a theory of soft confineme
such as the one given by Eq.~4!, is required for the range o
a in our data@35#.

V. DECOMPOSITION OF P„a… DATA

If we know Kc , then Eq.~26! can be used to determin
Pfl . Unfortunately, literature values ofKc are either absen
for some lipids or are uncertain by factors of 4 for oth
lipids, so we first tried usingKc as a fitting parameter alon
with the other parametersl, Ph and H in Eq. ~1! using a

TABLE I. Parameters obtained from x-ray data for three lipid
All units are Å.

Lipid XHH DB8 ao lfl

DMPC 36.4 44.0 18.7 5.1
EPC 37.8 45.4 20.9 5.9
DPPC 39.6 47.2 20.0/19.0 6.0
o
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routine nonlinear least squares program. For EPC the re
ing parameters for this unconstrained fit are shown in lin
of Table II. Figure 6~a! shows the fit to the lnP data and also
the decomposition into the three component pressures. H
ever, by holdingKc fixed at other values, quite reasonab
fits to the lnP data can also be obtained as shown in F
6~b!. The results for the corresponding values of the ot
parameters, while holdingKc51310212 erg and 2
310212 erg, are shown in lines 2 and 3, respectively,
Table II.

Some fits for DMPC and DPPC are shown in Fig. 7. F

.

FIG. 5. logs22 vs a for ~a! DMPC, ~b! EPC, and~c! DPPC.
Only the most recent data are shown in~a! for DMPC. The solid
lines show exponential fits. The dashed lines show the hard c
finement prediction, Eq.~3!, and the dotted lines show the slope f
the soft-confinement prediction, Eq.~4!.
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TABLE II. Parameter values for several fits to lnP data. The units areKc(10212 erg);Ph(109 erg/cm3);
H(10214 erg), andl, a0, andDa0 are in Å.

Lipid Kc Ph l H a0
fit Da0

EPC 0.55 1.07 1.94 4.73 20.9 7.4
1.00 0.91 1.99 2.81 21.0 5.6
2.00 0.81 2.03 1.65 21.0 3.7

DMPC 0.50 1.32 1.91 7.13 18.8 6.3
0.80 1.13 1.97 4.91 18.8 5.0
1.30 1.01 2.01 3.50 18.9 3.7

DPPC 0.50 0.63 2.36 9.19 16.0 2.3
1.00 0.58 2.39 7.41 16.0 1.3
0.50 0.99 1.97 4.78 18.0 4.5
1.00 0.92 1.97 2.87 18.1 3.1
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ting results for several fixed values ofKc for both lipids are
shown in Table II. DPPC is more complicated because th
is a wider range ofa0 and the earlier data have larger unce
tainties inP; we therefore give results for the two extrem
values ofa0.

FIG. 6. The curved solid line shows the fit to log~osmotic pres-
sure! vs a for EPC for the two values ofKc shown in~a! and ~b!.
The straight solid line in each panel shows the fluctuation press
the straight dashed line shows the hydration pressure, and
curved dotted line shows the van der Waals pressure. Param
values are given in Table II.
re
-

It is clear from the previous paragraph that additional
formation is required to determine the fitting paramet
uniquely. One possibility is to hypothesize that the values
some of the parameters might vary little from lipid to lipid
For example, if the hydration pressure depends prima
upon water, thenl should be nearly the same for the thr
lipids. Also, the Hamaker parameterH might reasonably be
expected to be nearly the same; the thickness dependen
the different bilayers is already accounted for in first a

e,
he
ter FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6 except that panel~a! is for DMPC and panel
~b! is for DPPC.
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proximation by the form of Eq.~2! and the relative propor
tion of head to tail does not vary much for these three lipi
These considerations disfavor the first two fits for DP
listed in Table II, which were driven by the smallest estima
of a0. From the last two fits we then conclude thatl is
nearly 2.0 Å andPh is about 109 ergs/cm3. These values of
l are only about 0.1 Å smaller than given by Rand a
Parsegian@7#. The robustness of these values forl and Ph

follows from the fact that they are primarily determined
the highP data where the other two pressures are smal
shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Because we make a compressib
correction, ourl are larger than those given by McIntos
and Simon@12#; if we did not make this correction ourl
would be of order 1.8 Å.

Figures 6 and 7 show that the magnitude of the van
Waals pressure and the fluctuation pressure follow each o
asKc is varied, so the valueH is no better determined tha
the value ofKc . There is, however, another criterion that c
be used to establish preferences. Let us suppose that th
dration pressure and the van der Waals pressure are the
in the gel phase as in theLa phase, and that the fluctuatio
pressure is negligible because gel phase bilayers shoul
stiffer with largerKc . Then,a0 in the gel phase would be th
value ofa at which the hydration pressure and the magnitu
of the van der Waals pressure become equal; let us call
a0* . The differenceDa05a02a0* is given in Table II for the
various fits. The experimental difference ina0 betweenLa
and gel phase DPPC is 9 Å@26#. This favors the larger
values ofDa0 in the last column of Table II, i.e., smalle
values ofKc and larger values ofH. However, when we
consider even smaller values ofKc than given in Table II,
the fit to the lnP data deteriorates rapidly. The fact that t
fitted values ofDa0 are smaller than 9 Å may, of cours
reflect different values of some of the parameters for the
phase. A similar criterion comes from oriented multilaye
on solid substrates. Our most fully hydrated samples
DMPC @36# only haveD spacings of 52 Å. Current theor
@37# for these much smallerD spacings is that the substra
suppresses the fluctuations and this eliminates the fluc
tional pressure. Since this should not change the other in
actions or the bilayer thickness, one would havea0* 552 Å
244 Å58 Å, which would giveDa0511 Å. One concern
in the precise numerical value obtained from this criterion
that it is very hard to achieve 100% relative humidity f
samples oriented on solid substrates; achieving higher
midity would, of course, reduceDa0.

Another criterion that one might use across the three
ids is to suppose thatKc might be larger for larger bilaye
thickness. However, this criterion is weakened because E
has unsaturated bonds that make the hydrocarbon ch
more disordered than with saturated chains and the DP
data were taken at higher temperature where the bila
should be more flexible. Indeed, data taken at different te
peratures~to be published! show thats increases with tem-
perature for DMPC and EPC. We therefore ignore this cr
rion in favor of the others above.

Since our best fit to EPC givesKc50.55310212 erg and
since a similar value was obtained by direct measurem
@17#, we will choose line 1 in Table II. Assuming that th
corresponding value ofH should be nearly the same for a
.
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three lipids leads us to suggest thatKc is about 0.50
310212 erg for DPPC at 50 °C and0.80310212 erg for
DMPC at 30 °C. We note that the latter value is closer to
most recently measured value ofKc for DMPC at 25 °C than
to the value measured at 30 °C@38#.

VI. B MODULI

In this section we address the rather confusing issue
various compression moduli that can be defined. The mo
lus B defined in the potential in Eq.~6! is related tos by Eq.
~19!. It is important to appreciate that thisB is a phenom-
enological input parameter; as such, it should not be
pected to be equal to the thermodynamic output modu
BT . Indeed, imposing such an equality would ensure that
bending term in Eq.~6! would have no effect in determining
BT . There are several ways that one can define the ther
dynamic bulk modulus. The most straightforward is
2D(]P/]D)T . It is more convenient, however, to consid
2D(]P/]a)T . Due to the compressibility of the bilaye
these two ways are not the same, but the difference is
than 6% at our highest osmotic pressure.

Using either definition, we must also divide byD as was
done in convertingB3 in Eq. ~5! to B in Eq. ~6!. We there-
fore define the thermodynamic modulus as

BT52
]P

]a
. ~29!

It is also useful to define a bare modulus

Bb5
d2V~a!

da2
~30!

and a fluctuating modulus

Bfl5
d2Ffl~a!

da2
. ~31!

From Eq.~24! it then follows that

BT5Bfl1Bb . ~32!

Figure 8 shows these four moduli obtained from our bes
to EPC. The bare modulusBb is nearly equal toBT for high
P and smalla becauseBfl is relatively small. The relations
change dramatically for largera becauseBb goes negative as
a exceeds 17 Å; this is just a different statement of the f
that the fluctuation pressure swellsa0 beyonda0* .

Most importantly, Fig. 8 emphasizes our assertion ab
that there is no general simple relation betweenB and any of
the other three moduli. This is not surprising for gene
values ofa. It is a somewhat surprising result in the limit o
small values ofa. In this limit one might expect that the
effect of fluctuations would be negligible and that the hyd
tion force would be dominant. Then, Eq.~22! suggests thatB
should equalBb . If we imposed this constraint on the pa
rameters,Kc would be reduced to about 0.1310212 erg and
H would increase to over 20310214 erg; these values ar
clearly outside the currently acceptable range@13,17,38#.
However, this constraint may not be appropriate becaus
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the harmonic approximation in Eq.~22! and also because ou
smallest values ofa may not yet be in the smalla regime.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Our s data, presented in Sec. III, open a second wind
on interbilayer interactions, as we have shown theoretic
in Sec. II, especially regarding the fluctuation pressure,
which our results are shown in Sec. IV. Our data show th
theory of soft confinement is definitely required for biolog
cal lipid bilayers, in contrast to some soft condensed ma
systems@39# that were shown to obey Helfrich’s theory o
hard confinement. While the data support an exponenti
decaying form for the fluctuation pressure, they have a de

FIG. 8. log of various moduli as a function ofa. Parametric
modulusB ~solid squares froms data!; thermodynamic modulus
BT ~solid curve!; bare modulusBb ~dashed curve, when positive!
and fluctuating modulusBf l ~dotted line!.
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nit
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w
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lengthlfl that is greater than twice the decay lengthl of the
hydration force predicted by the best theory of soft confin
ment @15#.

Using this extended probe of the fluctuation force, w
have then attempted to decompose the usual osmotic p
sure data into component pressures without using additio
information, such as the factor ofKc

21 in the fluctuation pres-
sure. Ironically, the interaction that is the least well und
stood conceptually, the hydration pressure, is the one
can be best determined. In this regard, it is worth noting t
other researchers have gone to much higher osmotic p
sures@7,12#. Because the hydration pressure is already w
determined with the range of pressures we use, we have
centrated instead on obtaining more data in the lower p
sure range near full hydration where the other interacti
play larger roles. One conclusion of our study is that t
ability to fit the data, even with the new constraint on t
functional form ofPfl , indicates that the functional forms o
the hydration pressure and the van der Waals interactio
Eq. ~1! remain acceptable, though perhaps not proven.

Furthermore, as we show in Sec. V, if eitherKc or the
Hamaker parameterH can be obtained from other exper
ments, then the remaining parameters can be extracted.
indeed encouraging that choosing an experimental valu
Kc @17,38# returns a reasonable value ofH @13# and vice
versa. Nevertheless, we regard this study as being a step
stone to further study rather than as providing final answ
to interbilayer interactions.
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